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The attached were drawn by
Robert Sherwood while working on
speeches.

This lovely face
was drawn for no
good reason on the
evening of March 13, 1941,
and is Brinette repeated
to my feet, Grace
Fillytow
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This lovely face was drawn for me.

Good reason on this morning 13th, 1941.

To my pal, Grace.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Misspent Life

November 17th
1942

For Grace with love and

XXX

Bob
The Speech is going sturdy.
We should build fewer & heavier
Tanks, with more powerful armaments.

Jan 5th, 1945
July 5th, 1945

The White House
Washington

The speech is going fine.
Jan 8, 1944

R.E.S.

Cardially yours,
Herbert Hoover

Asst. Secy

Vice-President

July 3
Feb. 2, 1944.
We should build fewer of women tombs, with more powerful armament.
We should build fewer and smaller tombs, with more powerful armament.
we should build fewer & simpler
tombs, with more launport apparatus
We should build fewer & larger
Tambos, with more powerful armament.
We should build fewer & braver turrets, with more powerful armament.
We should build fewer & fewer
Tanks, with more powerful ammunition.
We should build fewer of human tombs, with more peaceful armament.
we should build fewer & smaller tanks, with more powerful armament
Grace—

Sam gave me these
two drafts to read. I
don't like to have the
responsibility of safeguarding
them, so I'm leaving them
with you.

Bob Sherwood

[Signature: Andrew Jackson]
This collection of Presidents as portrayed in the Cabinet Room at the White House is presented with grateful regards.

Grace Tully from Stoll Sherwood.
Buster Dewey
we should build fewer of larger tanks, with more streamlined armour.
We should build fewer & smaller tanks, with more powerful armaments.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

[sketch of a face]
we should build fewer & fewer submarines, with more efficient armaments.
We should build fewer of larger tombs, with more powerful armaments.
We should build fewer of Wanen
Tankis, with more powerful armament.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
The White House
Washington
We should build fewer of Warre's tanks with more accurate ammunition.
can never be arrived while Hitler and his Allies still march in conquest across the face of this earth. Therefore, we are dedicated to the proposition that Hitlerism shall be defeated.
The ostrich is not the only symbol of isolationism.

There is another one — the dog in the manger.

It is the dog in the manger policy which is advocated by those who

favor economic isolationism — who oppose reciprocal trade — who desire

to can sell to other nations without

buying from them.

If America again follows the
dog in the manger policy, I promise
you that America will again be heading
for war.
We should build fewer & weaker tanks, with more powerful armament.

Machine is now at 6.
We should build fences to warn tanks, with more promptannanent.
We should build fewer & larger tanks, with more powerful armament.
Furthermore, our models have been... improved materially in size and in striking power.

\[
\begin{align*}
45 & \quad 34 \quad p.4 \\
53 & \quad 12 \\
108 & \quad 45 \\
63 & \quad 23 \\
34 & \quad 49 \\
95 & \quad 70 \\
334 & \quad 756
\end{align*}
\]
We should build fewer & heavier tanks, with more prompt ammunition,

1. White Xmas
2. Bye Bye Bye
3. Deadly Beloved
4. Pray the Lord
5. Manhattan Shrapnel
6. Why don't you fall in line when I had the cruelest dream
7. Day Break
8. The one true thing
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Grace—

Here is something unique for your collection—a piece of self-portraiture. It's a better portrait of that than the one by Mr. Konstant—Bob.
By Robert Sherwood
Board of Directors' Meeting
Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial Foundation
September 30, 1947